
Discover the Changes and Improvements
in the Latest Version of Windows

Another six months has gone by, and another ‘feature
update’ for Windows 10 has been released. Even as we
speak, Microsoft is busily sending out the new May
2019 Update to all Windows 10 users via the Windows
Update system.

As we’ve come to expect, the new update contains a handful
of new features along with a multitude of smaller tweaks and
adjustments. In this article, I’ll explain all the notable changes
to help you get up and running with it quickly and easily.
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This article shows you how to:

� How to install the new May 2019 Update

� The key new features you’ll find in this new version

� Other little changes you might notice in Windows 10
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A Quick Introduction to the May 
2019 Update
As you quite likely know by now, Windows 10 is intended
to be the ‘last ever version’ of Windows, in the sense that
you should never be able to nip into a shop and buy
something called Windows 11. Instead, once you’ve got
Windows 10 installed on a computer, it’s kept continually
up-to-date by a constant trickle of small updates and, twice
a year, a large update known as a ‘feature update’.

In practical terms, however, what you’re getting with one of
these feature updates really is a new version of Windows.
Once the May 2019 Update has been installed on your PC,
you’ll be using Windows 10 version 1903. That version
number is based on the year and month in which the update
was completed (the third month of 2019).

So why does it have ‘May’ in its name? Because that’s the
month in which Microsoft expects to release it. Frankly, it’s all
a bit random: I’m sure you didn’t receive it in May, and perhaps
it still hasn’t arrived. For many of us, the release of one feature
update seems to coincide our receiving the previous one!

The benefit of those version numbers, combined with the
knowledge that feature updates are released roughly every

The last-ever
version of
Windows…

…updated 
twice a year

You may not
have received 
it yet

Check which
version you
currently have

Indeed, the previous one – the October 2018 Update,
version 1809 – is a case in point. After its release, it was
found to have a serious problem: it was deleting
people’s files. Microsoft stopped distributing it and
spent several weeks fixing it, putting it some way
behind schedule. The assumption now is that many
users will find they’ve jumped straight past that update,
and the next they receive – after roughly a year’s gap –
is the new May 2019 Update.
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six months, is that it’s easy to tell how far adrift you are. If
you want to know which version of Windows 10 you
currently have, here’s what to do:

M 180/3
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How to get your hands on the May 2019 Update
It pays not to be in a hurry! The early recipients of version
1809, which I mentioned a moment ago, were the ones who
discovered its distressing habit of deleting files. While I
wouldn’t expect 1903 to do anything like that, my view is
that someone else can find out whether it does or not!

So my advice is simply to let nature take its course and wait
until something pops up on your screen to tell you that
updates are ready to install or that your PC needs to restart.
When you give Windows the go-ahead to continue, there’ll
be a wait of 15–30 minutes, during which your PC will
restart itself a couple more times, and eventually you’ll be
invited to sign into Windows again and (after it carries out
a few final tweaks) get back to work. 

That said, if you feel you’ve waited long enough and you’d
like to get the May 2019 Update installed, you can do so.
Start the Microsoft Edge web browser and make your way
to this address:

May 2019 Update: What’s New in Windows 10? 

It’s best to wait
for it to arrive…

…but you can
download it
yourself

1. Press + (the letter ‘i’) to open the Settings app.

2. Click the System icon and then, at the bottom of the
left-hand panel, click on About.

3. Scroll down to the ‘Win-
dows specifications’ head
ing and there, alongside
the word Version, you’ll
see the four-figure version
number of your version
of Windows 10. 

I :
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Leave it to
download and
install the
update

A search box and
a Cortana button
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www.microsoft.com/en-gb/software-download/windows10

At the top of the page, click the Update now button and
then click Run in the panel at the bottom of the Edge
window. This is just a tiny program which will download
and start within seconds: click Yes to the security prompt
that appears, then click the Update Now button in the
Windows 10 Update Assistant window. Keep an occasional
eye on this window while it downloads the May 2019
Update. After a while, you’ll see a Restart now button: at
this point (and within 30 minutes of the button appearing),
finish any work you were doing, close any programs you
were using and click this button to let your PC restart and
install the update.

Taskbar Changes: Search and Cortana 
Have Separated
When the May 2019 Update has been installed and you’ve
returned to your desktop, there’s one change you’ll notice
almost immediately. After a long marriage, two stalwarts of
the taskbar have split up.

Previously, your taskbar contained either a Type here to
search box or, if you’d chosen to hide that, a Cortana
button       . Now it contains both:

Previously, the Windows search feature and Cortana were
combined into a single item, so whether you wanted to
search for something or use Cortana you’d click the search
box (or the button if you’d chosen to hide the box). Now
they’ve been separated.

1
2

1
2
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Using the 
search feature

Recover wasted
space on 
your taskbar
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If you want to use Cortana – perhaps to set a reminder –
you’ll click the Cortana button . If you want to search
for something, you’ll click in the search box      and start
typing: the familiar search panel opens, showing the results
of your search, and you can use the buttons across the top
to specify what it is you’re trying to find (an app, a docu-
ment, a setting, a folder, and so on).

2

That search box takes up a
large chunk of space on your
taskbar, and if you choose to, you can still replace it with
something much smaller – a single search button with a
magnifying-glass icon. To do that, right-click a blank space
on the taskbar (or right-click the search box itself), move
the mouse up to Search and choose Show search icon.

1

Just as before, you don’t really have to use the search
box to do this. If you click the Start button (or press the

key, which does the same thing) and then type
something, the same search panel will appear.
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Currently only a
few folders are
searched

Other folders are
not indexed

Tell Windows to
index your PC

Easily Search Your Entire PC for Files
Let’s stick with the topic of searching a little longer, albeit
for a less-obvious change. At the moment, when you use
the search feature on the taskbar to find files, Windows
doesn’t search your whole PC. It only looks in your personal
folders – your Documents, Pictures, Music and Videos
folders and your desktop. And you might have noticed that
it finds files in those folders extremely quickly – almost as
fast as you can type.

The reason is that Windows keeps an index of the files in
those folders, allowing it to simply consult that index rather
than having to look through all your files every time. 

But if you keep files in any folders outside of those, or on a
second hard drive, they won’t be included in the search. You
have to use File Explorer to navigate to the required drive
or folder and search from there (and you’ll find the search
is vastly slower – these files don’t appear in that index).

Now Windows has a feature to put that right. If you switch
it on, Windows will index the files on your entire PC, letting
you search everywhere at once from the taskbar and
ensuring that everything is found as quickly as the files in
your personal folders.

To switch this option on, press + to open the Settings
app and click the newly-added Search icon. At the left of

I

At the risk of being obvious, it’s worth pointing out that
it takes your PC more effort to keep your whole PC
indexed than just a few folders, and you might notice a
speed reduction on an older/slower computer if you
decide to use this option. It’s really only worth doing if
you keep files in a variety of folders and drives, and –
of course – you frequently need to search for them.

!
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First there was
‘Dark Mode’

Now there’s a
new ‘Light Mode’

If you only have one or two other folders you’d like
indexed, a better bet is to stick with the ‘Classic’ settings
but to add those folders as additional places to be
indexed by clicking on Customise search locations here.
In the dialog that opens, click Modify and then use the
upper box in the next dialog to find and tick folders
you’d like to keep indexed.

the window, click on Searching Windows and then, at the
right, choose Enhanced in place of the usual ‘Classic’.
Looking a little further down you’ll see an ‘Excluded
Folders’ heading listing some folders that won’t be indexed,
such as your ‘Windows’ folder. Here you might like to add
a few others, such as the ‘Program Files’ folder, to give the
indexer a little less work to do: click on Add an excluded
folder and select a folder in the dialog that opens.

Light Mode: A New Look for Windows
A couple of years ago, Windows 10 gained an optional ‘Dark
Mode’ which gave Windows apps a less glary, white-on-
black theme. It didn’t change the look of Windows itself,
and only certain apps (such as Settings and File Explorer)
took any notice of it.

The alternative was the so-called ‘Light Mode’ which wasn’t
really light at all – it was just the normal ‘Not Dark Mode’.

In the May 2019 Update, this area of Windows has had a
shake-up. The best way to understand it is to look at the
options and try it yourself. Open the Settings app (by
pressing + ), choose Personalisation and then, at the
left, Colours.

In the box labelled Choose your colour, start by choosing
Custom . This allows you to pick Light or Dark Mode
separately for Windows and apps.

I

1
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Next we’ll do the easy bit.
Below Choose your default
app mode , choose wh-
ether you prefer your apps to
be Dark or Light. If you’re
not sure of the difference,
choose Dark and you’ll
immediately see the Settings
app you’re using go dark;
other apps like Weather and
News do at last take notice of
this too. Not keen? Click on
Light to go back to normal. 

The big news is that Windows itself now has a new ‘Light
Mode’. Below Choose your default Windows mode ,
click on Light to try it out. You’ll see that the taskbar imm-
ediately turns a much lighter colour, and that the Start menu,
search panel and Action Centre panel are now a light grey.

2

3

When Windows is using this new Light Mode, your
accent colour (chosen from the swatches below) doesn’t
affect the colour of the taskbar, Start panel or other
panels – you’ll just see little hints of it scattered around.
Provided you have the Transparency effects switch set
to On, however, your taskbar will be semi-transparent,
picking up a hint of your desktop wallpaper picture
underneath instead of remaining a plain grey. 

If you decide you’re not keen on this new Light Mode for
Windows, click on Dark to switch back. Having done that,
scroll down below the colour swatches and tick the box
beside Start, taskbar and action centre to see your accent
colour used for those panels rather than a dull black. (In
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First, choose a
mode for apps

Next, choose 
a mode for
Windows

Put things back
as they were

!

1

2

3
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Light Mode, this option is switched off and disabled, req-
uiring you to tick it again if you switch back to Dark Mode.)

Finally, there’s one extra little foible worth pointing out. I
suggested you start by selecting Custom ( in the
screenshot opposite). However, if you end up choosing the
same mode for both Windows and apps (you make them
both Light, for instance), this drop-down list will have
changed to show Light next time you come back to this
page to indicate that you’ve set your whole system to use
the Light option. Nevertheless, if you’ve returned here in
order to set one or the other to Dark, choose Custom again
and you’ll be able to do so.

Sprinkle Your Text with Emojis!
This isn’t a new feature as such, but it’s newly-improved.
It’s something you’ll probably be familiar with if you use a
mobile phone to send text messages: you can punctuate
your texts with little pictures called ‘emojis’ which range
from the simple (smiling faces, birthday cakes, hearts) to the
specialised (palm trees, megaphones, cheese).

You probably wouldn’t discover this by accident, but you
can now do the same in Windows apps such as WordPad,
Microsoft Word or Notepad. Press the key combination
Win+. (the Windows key and the full-stop key) and up pops
the emoji panel pictured on the next page. 

There are two ways you can use this panel:

•   Use the 7 symbols at the bottom of the panel to switch
between the seven groups of emojis, looking through
them to find the one you want. When you find it, click
it and it will be inserted into your text. You can either
carry on looking for others to insert or close the panel
by pressing .Esc

1
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Perhaps you use
emojis in text
messages?

Now you can 
use them in
Windows 10

Browse the
sections for 
an emoji
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Start typing to
search by
keyword

In some
programs it
behaves
differently

•   Start typing a word that describes the emoji you want,
such as ‘cake’ or ‘dog’ or ‘smile’, and the emoji panel will
change to show only those emojis which match. Again,
click the one you want to use, and the word you just
typed into your document will be replaced by your
chosen emoji.

There’s just one little wrinkle to this: some programs don’t
work quite as neatly with the emoji panel. If you don’t see
the text you’ve typed (or the emoji you’ve clicked) in the
program you’re using, look at the top-left corner of your
screen and you’ll see a tiny text box with a green arrow-
button. If you were typing, keep doing so
and click an emoji, which then appears in
this box. Finally, click the green arrow-
button to send the emoji you’ve chosen into the window you
were using.
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Small Stuff: Other Changes to Windows 10
Besides the main changes noted on the previous pages, the
May 2019 Update brings a whole host of smaller tweaks and
adjustments, so we’ll finish with a quick trip through the
most useful or notable of those.

Take tricky screenshots with Snip & Sketch
The October 2018 Update introduced a new way to take
screenshots – which are pictures of your screen. You press 

+ + and then draw a rectangle around the
area of the screen you want. The screenshot is placed on the
Windows clipboard, letting you paste it into a program, but
a notification also appears at the bottom of your screen
inviting you to ‘Select here to mark up and share the image’.
Click that notification and your screenshot opens in a
program named Snip & Sketch, where you can edit it in all
sorts of ways and save it.

That’s a useful feature, but for one drawback: what if you
need to grab a screenshot of a menu or panel that disappears
when you start pressing the keys needed to use it? In that
case, there’s now a solution: you can add a delay that gives
you time to get everything ‘just so’ before taking the screen-
shot.

To take a screenshot with a delay, start
by opening the Snip & Sketch app from
the Start menu. Click the New button
and choose Snip in x seconds. The Snip
& Sketch window disappears and you
have those few seconds to open the
required menu or panel and wait for your
screen to freeze (and the snipping toolbar to appear at the
top of the screen) indicating that everything’s ready. Now,
as before, draw a rectangle around the required area.

Shift S
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Quickly snip 
and save a
screenshot

Add a delay 
to set things 
up first
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Improvements to Action Centre buttons

When you open the Action Centre panel (by clicking the icon
at the far-right of the taskbar) you see a collection of buttons
for things like Network, All settings, Night light and Tablet
mode. In the past, to add or remove buttons from this
section, you had to open the Settings app and go to System
> Notifications & actions.

Now you can make the same changes from the Action Centre
panel itself. Just right-click any one of those buttons and
choose Edit quick actions. When you do, each button gains
a little white ‘unpin’ icon in its top-right corner. You can
now drag the buttons around to reorder them or click the
unpin icon for a button you never use to remove it. If there
are buttons you’d like to put back, click the word Add at the
bottom and pick extra buttons from the menu that appears.
When you’ve finished, click Done.

One extra little benefit on a
tablet PC is that the Brightness
button, which offered a miserly
choice of five levels, has now
been replaced by a slider that
gives you full control over your
screen’s brightness.

Add or remove
Action Centre
buttons

Brightness is
now controlled
by a slider
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Easier pointer visibility for the poor-sighted

Up until now, if you struggled to see the mouse pointer on
your screen, you could make it roughly twice as large by
taking a trip into the Settings app. Now you can make it
almost any size you like, up to a whopping 10 times as big!
And as an extra little bonus, rather than having to choose
between a white or a black pointer, you can now choose any
colour you like.

To find all this, open the Settings app, click on Ease of
Access and then choose Cursor & pointer. To change the
pointer size, drag the slider towards the right. There are
now 15 possible sizes, and although I’ve got the slider set
only halfway along, my pointer is already enormous .

If you fancy trying a different-coloured pointer (which strikes
me more as a ‘taste’ thing than a ‘visibility’ thing), click the
coloured pointer option . You can then pick a colour from
the swatches of suggested colours below or by clicking Pick
a custom pointer colour and picking any colour you like.
(Of course, you don’t have to use a larger pointer size just to
take advantage of the new pointer colours.)

1

2

3

Mouse pointer
too small?

Now there are
15 sizes to
choose from

Make the 
pointer any
colour you like

1

2

3
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Choose your default page in Task Manager

At the moment, when you start Task Manager, you always
arrive at its first tab, ‘Processes’. Now there’s a new option
to let you choose which tab you should see. Start Task
Manager (by pressing + + ), open the
Options menu and move the mouse down to Set default tab
and then click the tab you’d like to see in future when Task
Manager starts.

Changes and disappearances on the taskbar

Finally, you might notice two small changes towards the
right-hand end of the taskbar. First, if you ever find yourself
disconnected from your network
and the Internet, a new icon now
tells you – a wire mesh globe with a tiny no-entry sign.

Second, perhaps as a sign of how little-used it was, the
People icon has disappeared from the taskbar along with any
people you’d pinned. Like the rest of us, you probably didn’t
pin anyone at all, but in case you did and want them back,
right-click the taskbar, choose Show People on the taskbar.

Ctrl Shift Esc

Start Task
Manager at your
preferred tab

A new ‘Not
Connected’ icon

The People
feature has been
sidelined
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